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There are overnight sensations, and then there’s Boris. Baptized in the booths of New
York City, the Russian native learned the craft of DJing in front of the most demanding
crowds in the world, developing a deep sense of what moves a packed floor in a
moment, an hour, or a full nighttomorning extended session…
01. Define yourself in 3 words…
Believe in Boris
02. What's the obsession you can't live without?
Sports, I’m a huge Sports Junkie. Football, Baseball, Basketball etc..
03. What makes you cry? Don't say onions please :)
Not a crier, but sometimes I get emotional about my sports teams
04. Who was your hero as a child?
Besides my dad, Loved Reggie Jackson had posters of him all over my wall growing up.
05. Do you sing under the shower?
Never, just talk to myself lol
06. Would you take a seat with Virgin Galactic?
Probably not, only if I could DJ then be the first guy to play in space or something
07. What's the first record you've bought and do you still own a copy?
Soundtrack for Saturday Night Fever. Actually own 2 copies
08. Which DJ would you like to punch and why?
Never really had any issues with any djs as I respect what everyone does. But I would
love to throw a cake at Steve Aoki's face :)
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09. Las Vegas or Ibiza?
Ibiza hands down, not a fan of Vegas anymore. It’s gotten to commercial, everywhere
you go its the same, 5 to 10 guys playing day and night in the same property, but they
packing it in so what can you do.
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10.The most interesting comment you've heard about your music?
Pulse pounding, breath taking, life changing
11. Dream place on earth you think could be your next home?
I already have homes in the 2 best places in world NY and Miami :) best of both
worlds. Other than that I love Barcelona, Spain
12. How do you see the nowadays techno scene in US?
Expanding and getting bigger and bigger. I see more and more so called “commercial”
clubs doing more and more underground events.
13. Future talent to keep an eye on?
Too many guys to name that are putting out quality music, I like a lot of different
producers nowadays
JOKER. Few words for 13shots readers and your fans... :)
Thanks for the continued support over all the years from fans all over. Check out all
the tour dates, my productions, and of course the releases on Transmit Recordings in
the near future. #Believe
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